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Spark Wave

Positly is a Spark Wave company. Spark Wave is an evidence-driven research lab and
startup foundry applying social science, iterative experimentation, and careful analysis
to create socially beneficial software companies from scratch.

YEAR

For several years the Spark Wave team has been focused on building software based on

2017 - 2019

social science.

OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

Positly helps researchers manage participants from recruitment all the way through to

UX pattern

the final results. It provides them with tools for targeting, messaging, retargeting,
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payment and quality control.

Interaction Design
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positly.com

Integrating study with Positly gives researchers access to a broad set of screened and
vetted participants.
Positly is currently used by academic researchers, startups, product designers, nonprofit research organizations, commercial researchers and even authors!

Top Challenges Faced by Researchers

THE CHALLENGE

Make web-application for participant
research

80%
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40%

The solution must address top 4 challenges regarding the
participant recruitment & management.

20%

Fine-tuning of prospective participants

0%
Finding a sufficient number of research
Getting high enough quality data from attentive
The costs associated wwith recruiting, managing
The time and effort it takes me to manage
Writing up my results

Getting high-quality data from survey results
Costs estimation associated with recruiting and managing of participants
Time and effort optimization of survey processes

Managing my completed research throught to
Getting my research approved (e.g. by IRB)
Analysisng the data once its collected
The time and effort it takes to manage study
Finding a suitable research topic

Factors to be taken into consideration while recruiting participants include: sample size
requirements; eligibility principles; study types; data collection methods (questionnaire,
interview techniques), etc.

The cost associaated with data processing
The difficulty in using software associated

Our task is to develop a system where both the researcher and the participants can effectively

Problems relating to people at my institution

collaborate.

WORK PROCESS

Designing for SaaS:
The challenges to consider
If you’re trying to market your Saas solution, it is really important to realize how
hardware and UI have evolved to make software more accessible over time. The
sad fact is that poor accessibility (together with usability) can your software
efficiency and success.
And most importantly, you need to stay in the loop of all the modern UI/UX design
trends that are currently shaping user experience. The things are moving fast and
falling behind means losing customers over competition, revenue and eventually
your business…

UX CHALLENGES

Customer Journey
SaaS products offer lots of advantages in terms of to scalability and maintenance.
To explicitly showcase the service benefits to their prospective customers, SaaS
businesses must provide a crystal clear clear customer journey. While deciding to
try out a specific solution, users need to realize the scope of the application, its
core advantages, how to perform tasks they require, and how to customize the
environment to match their needs.

UX CHALLENGES

Poor UX design may result in
customer churn
Once you’ve acquired new SaaS users, the biggest challenge is to reach the wow
effect and make sure they keep using your software.

The problem is that you, as a business owner, know exactly the benefits of your
services. Now it's time for us to deliver your brand value to customers in the most
meaningful and actionable way via applying the best UI/UX design techniques.

UX CHALLENGES

How it works?
Process
flow

UX

User
interface

Computer literacy is expanding its footprint among today's end-users. However,
learning how to use complicated pieces of software is still a frustrating experience
because they don’t want to invest time in learning a new tool.
With this in mind, our priority as designers to ensure a smooth learning curve for
those who are new to SaaS products.
The design we implemented in the projects is tailored to the needs of the
uninitiated users. At the same time, we try to offer customization tools to support
advanced users. It enables great flexibility of the services offered, and help
streamline the SaaS products to reach a larger target group.

ROUGH DRAFT VIEW

Sketching
UX design is indeed a complicated multi-step process. There are no fit-all guidelines
and practices, and what you do will vary from project to project. One thing seems to
stay constant, however, whether you’re bettering or designing a new feature, part of a
flow, or an entire app from scratch — and that is a sketching step.
Sharing sketches both internally and externally enables collaboration and creativity
across the whole team, resulting in shared understanding and alignment from start to
finish.

Part of the Positly
user flow

Platforms

Dashboard

Login

Active runs

SOLVING PROBLEMS

User flow
New Run

New run details

Progress

One of the main advantages of creating a user flow is to increase the ease of
moving around your platform so as not to waste user time looking for further
actions. Of course, there are often several ways that a user could go to complete a
task. User flows display these possible patterns so that designers can easily
evaluate the effectiveness of the interface they create.

Filters

Calendar

FOLLOW NEXT

Wireframing
Wireframes display site architecture visually
Taking the sitemap to wireframe starts the first real concrete visual process for a
project. Wireframes turn the abstract nature of a flow chart into something real and
tangible without distractions. This step ensures that all parties are on the same page.

Tried and tested: The importance of getting a wireframe
Building a website is a a multifold process. Wireframing is one of those parts of the web
design process that should not be skipped, just as you wouldn’t build a house without a
blueprint, or live in it without decoration. Each step contributes to a larger process.

SOLVING PROBLEMS

Intuitive interface and navigation
Well-organized entry points with a clear notion of 'what-to-do-next' options, which
both business and end-users can easily follow.

SOLVING PROBLEMS

Dashboards, easy way to control
A dashboard is a visual display showing all of the user data. While it can be used
differently by a researcher and participant involved, its primary aim is to provide
some meaningful information at-a-glance.
The dashboards created provide users with invaluable insights as they can monitor
performance, create reports and set estimates and targets for future work.

SOLVING PROBLEMS

Create run
One of the main parts of the service is an option to create various runs that help
estimate feasibility of study projects. In light of the integration of the new platform,
our task is to create some run forms for processing field dependencies. Each run
considers multiple factors, like activity completions, time and cost estimations, the
number of eligible participant involved, and other education-related data.
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The use of company's brand's colors, empowered by complementary colors let us
create accents and overall style consistency

